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Abstract—Reinforcement learning agents learn by encour-
aging behaviours which maximize their total reward, usu-
ally provided by the environment. In many environments,
however, the reward is provided after a series of actions
rather than each single action, causing the agent to experience
ambiguity in terms of whether those actions are effective, an
issue called the credit assignment problem. In this paper, we
propose two strategies, inspired by behavioural psychology,
to estimate a more informative reward value for actions
with no reward. The first strategy, called self-punishment,
discourages the agent to avoid making mistakes, i.e., actions
which lead to a terminal state. The second strategy, called the
rewards backfill, backpropagates the rewards between two
rewarded actions. We prove that, under certain assumptions,
these two strategies maintain the order of the policies in
the space of all possible policies in terms of their total
reward, and, by extension, maintain the optimal policy. We
incorporated these two strategies into three popular deep
reinforcement learning approaches and evaluated the results
on thirty Atari games. After parameter tuning, our results
indicate that the proposed strategies improve the tested
methods in over 65 percent of tested games by up to over 25
times performance improvement.
I. INTRODUCTION
A reinforcement learning (RL) agent [1] aims to make
optimal decisions in an environment from which it
receives rewards for its actions. The agent optimizes a
relationship between actions and rewards, which is later
used to make plausible actions based on a policy. One of
the frequently used techniques to form this relationship
is through learning the forward quality of actions in any
given state, known as Q-Learning [2]. Recently, Deep Q-
Learning Networks (DQN) [3] have been introduced and
successfully applied to complex reinforcement learning
tasks such as Atari 2600 and Star Craft II [4].
There exist a range of environments in which there is
no reward (or zero reward) corresponding to majority of
actions, posing a significant challenge to RL algorithms
[5], [6]. In this paper, we introduce two strategies, namely
the Self punishment (SP) and reward backfill (RB), which
provide additional reward signal for the agent to learn
more effectively. Inspired by the operant conditioning [7],
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SP provides undesirable values (punishment) for agent’s
undesirable actions (e.g., actions which lead to a terminal
state) to discourage making mistakes. This strategy
provides additional information which enables the agent
to find better gradient trajectories towards avoiding a
loss and, consequently, improve faster. Inspired by the
"Clicker training" strategy used for animal training [7],
[8], the RB strategy backpropagates non-zero rewards
received from the environment (or from SP strategy)
to previous state-action pairs. This strategy provides
additional information for the agent on how much each
state-action with zero reward contributes to a state-action
with non-zero reward in the future 1.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides
an overview of reinforcement learning as well as the
related works. Section III describes our approaches and
Section IV presents experimental results and discussions.
We conclude our work with an outlook to the future
work in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND
A brief review on reinforcement learning, Q-learning,
deep architectures, and credit assignment problem is
provided in this section.
A. Reinforcement and Q-Learning
We define a RL environment (sometimes referred to as
a RL problem in this paper) by a tuple (S,A, e, r), S the
set of states an agent can be in, A the set of actions an
agent can choose from, e(s, a) : S ×A→ S is a function
that takes the agent from state s ∈ S to s′ ∈ S given
the action a ∈ A, and r(s, a) : S × A → R is the reward
provided for the agent given the state s and the action a.
A RL agent (also called RL algorithms) interacts with an
environment, such as an Atari emulator, to learn how to
behave optimally. This is done by optimizing the (usually
deterministic) policy pi(s) : S → A, which decides on the
action given a state, in a way that the aggregated rewards
onwards (expected value if non-deterministic), denoted
by v(pi, s), is maximized. In this paper, we assume S and
A are finite sets and an episode has a finite horizon
(there exists a terminal state for any policy and any
initial state). We further assume that the environment
is fully observable, deterministic, and dynamic. With
1The source code for our proposed method is available at https:
//github.com/rezabonyadi/atari_rl_arxiv
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2v(pi, s0) the total reward received by following the policy
pi in an RL environment and given the initial state s0, the
existence of the pi∗, the policy with maximum possible
total reward, necessitates that the set V , defined by
{v(pi, s0)|all possible pi}, is an "ordered" set under the
operator "≥".
Value-based reinforcement learning algorithms define
Q(s, a) : S ×A→ R that represents the total discounted
reward the agent may receive by taking action a at
the state s onwards following a policy pi. If the best
Q, called Q∗, is known then the optimal policy, pi∗, can
be represented by argmaxa∈AQ∗(s, a) for any given s.
One of the most commonly used methods to estimate Q
is the n-step temporal difference (TD) update [5]:
Q(st, at)←− Q(st, at) + α(R(n)t −Q(st, at)) (1)
where R(n)t is commonly referred to as TD target, defined
by:
R
(n)
t = γ
nmax
a∈A
Q(st+n, a) +
n−1∑
i=0
γir(st+i, at+i) (2)
where n ∈ {1, 2, ..., T − t} and γ is the discount factor.
TD target is set to r(st, at) if st+1 is a terminal state, T .
Q-Learning [5], [2] is a special case of n-step TD with
n = 1.
Because calculation of TD for n > 1 step is computa-
tionally expensive, approximation methods have been
implemented for R(n)t . A popular choice for approxima-
tion of R(n)t is called the λ-return (R
(λ)
t ), estimated by
the following recursion [9]:
Rλt = R
(1)
t + γλ[R
λ
t+1 −max
a′∈A
Q(st+1, a
′)] (3)
where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter.
B. Deep Q Network (DQN)
In order to interact with the environment through
raw vision information, Deep Q Network (DQN) pa-
rameterizes Q function as Q(s, a; θ) [3]. The parameter
set θ is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) that
transforms a given state s and an action a to their Q
values. The DQN agent takes n frames (with a skip
parameter k that only selects observation on every kth
frame) as one state that is subsequently processed by
the CNN with n input channels. Given a state, the
network decides on the action with probability 1 − 
(or performs a random action with probability  for
exploration purposes), and the environment provides the
reward and the next state accordingly. This interaction
continues until a terminal state emerges. The value of  is
closer to 1.0 at the earlier stages of the learning process
to encourage exploration. Each interaction produces a
transition tuple < s, a, r(s, a), s′ > that is stored at the
replay memory. At each step, a batch of samples is
randomly selected from these memorized samples to
train the network. The learning objective is to minimize
a loss function Lt(θ) = E[(Q(st, at; θ) − R(1)t )2], where
R
(1)
t = r(st, at) + γmaxa∈AQ(st+1, a; θ) is the TD target.
DQN uses a greedy policy to approximate Q defined
as piQ(s) = argmaxa∈AQ(s, a; θ). While this is correct
if Q is equal to Q∗, this approximation may lead to
overestimation of the Q values for non-optimal actions
which are regularly selected [10]. This issue stems from
the dependency between the weights used to calculate
the target and the Q-values. Double DQN [10] (D2QN)
addresses this problem by employing two networks
to decouple the action selection and the target value,
where the Q-network decides the best action and the
target network computes the TD target as r(s, a) +
γQ(s′, argmaxa′∈AQ(s
′, a′; θ); θ−).
Dueling Double DQN [11] (D3QN), decomposes the Q-
value estimation function into two estimators: state-value
function and action advantage function that are updated
separately. The Q-values are then estimated as the sum
of state-value function and action advantage function.
Dueling architecture improves the learning in two ways.
First, the estimation of state-value instead of Q-value
explicitly indicates more valuable states. Second, the
action advantage function provides additional informa-
tion to the estimation that decreases noise stemming
from overestimation as two functions make independent
estimations.
Again, TD target in these variants is set to r(st, at) if
st+1 is a terminal state [3], [10], [11].
C. Credit assignment problem
Not all actions receive a non-zero reward in many
RL environments. Nevertheless, a sequence of these
mostly zero-rewarded actions may lead the agent to a
state for which a reward is received. It is, however, not
straightforward to estimate the contribution of these zero-
rewarded actions to the future reward, an issue called
the credit assignment problem [5]. This issue is even more
severe if the non-zero rewards are sparse. Q-learning
update rule (n = 1 in n-step TD update), in particular, is
prone to the credit assignment problem as it considers a
rather short sight of actual future rewards [5], [6], leading
to a large bias and a longer learning time.
In the context of DQN and environments with sparse
reward, most of the states in the replay memory would
be associated with zero-rewarded actions. When the
rewards are sparse, the value of R(n)t is equal to
γnmaxa∈AQ(st+n, a) in most cases, especially if n = 1
(i.e., Q-learning), which encourages the loss function to
converge to zero quickly. There have been multiple ap-
proaches targeting this issue for DQN including defining
prioritization replay memory items [12], reward shaping
for sub-goals [13], [14], [15], curiosity-driven Exploration
[16], and hybrid supervised-reinforcement [17], [18], [19].
Another approach to address the credit assignment
problem is a sparse reward space is to increase the
value of n to increase chances of having non-zero actual
rewards in the R(n)t [20]. Incorporating this strategy
3in DQN is, however, challenging [6]. Recently, it has
been proposed [6] to use the λ-return estimation in [9]
to enable this incorporation. This approach, however,
requires refreshing the λ-returns in the memory as the Q
function is updated, which is an expensive calculation
because the Q-function is a deep neural network. To
address this issue, [6] proposed to use a cache in which
there are only a subset of the items in the replay memory
and they include their λ-return estimation and use that
cache to create the minibatches. One issue with this
approach is that it limits the learning algorithm in terms
of which items can be used for training. This approach
also breaks the independent and identically distributed
data (i.i.d) assumption, essential for DQN. Finally, this
approach still requires refreshing the Q values in the
cache when the Q function is updated.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
We propose two strategies, namely the self punishment
and reward backfill, to deal with the credit assignment
problem. Both strategies provide easy to implement
approaches to establish extra reward information which
lead to faster convergence.
A. Self Punishment (SP)
Reinforcement learning has a root in a framework of
animal psychology called the operant conditioning [7].
Operant conditioning argues that four main types of feed-
back from the environment can be used to train animals
to shape a behaviour, including positive reinforcement (a
favorable outcome is presented after a desirable behav-
ior), negative reinforcement (an unfavorable outcome is
removed after a desirable behavior), positive punishment
(an unfavorable outcome is presented after an undesirable
behavior), and negative punishment (a favorable outcome
is removed after an undesirable behavior). By using
these four signals, behaviors are likely to be repeated
if followed by a reward (pleasant consequences) or
less likely to be repeated if followed by a punishment
(unpleasant consequence). The rewards provided for the
DQN agents, discussed in Section II, are received from
the environment with no major alternations. Hence, as
majority of environments reward the desirable states
only2, the agent does not receive other types of operant
conditioning signals. The lack of positive punishment, in
particular, makes it impossible for the agent to distinguish
between a neutral state (a state with no reward, but not
necessarily a bad state) and an undesirable one. Even
in the case of a terminal state, or a state where a life is
lost, the target value is calculated by r(s, a). As r(s, a) is
usually zero if the state is terminal, this reward does not
provide any information for the agent to avoid this state.
2Note that some environments such as "Pong" provide negative
reward values when the agent losses a game. Majority of environments,
however, tested with DQN variants doe not provide signals for a loose
or terminal state.
In this paper, we propose a strategy by which the agent
modifies (reshapes [13]) the reward to "self-punish" at a
terminal state, i.e., if s′ is terminal then the reward value
is r(s, a) + ψ(s, a) rather than r(s, a), where 3
ψ(s, a) =
{
−p, if s′ is a terminal state
0, otherwise
(4)
where p ∈ R+ and s′ is the next state after s by taking
action a. We set the value of p experimentally in Section
IV. As the value of ψ is negative (unfavorable reward)
and it is provided for undesirable behavior (action which
lead to terminal state), it is categorized as a positive pun-
ishment. One difference is that the positive punishment
is, by definition, provided by the environment. The self
punishment, however, is the strategy that the agent uses
internally to implement the positive punishment, without
the environment generating it.
Let us exemplify how SP strategy may improve the RL
agent’s learning ability in the game of Breakout in Atari
2600. In Breakout, consider a situation where the ball is
very close to the right side of the moving paddle but
outside of the paddle and approaching. In this setting,
although choosing to "move right" or to "move left" leads
to a zero immediate reward, the latter leads to terminating
the game while the former leads to continuing the game.
The zero reward makes it impossible for the agent to
distinguish between the terminal state and a zero reward
state, hence, the game may be lost without any signal for
the agent why it happened. If the Q function is accurate
(Q = Q∗, where Q∗ is the optimal Q-function) then the
Q value of the action "right" would be larger than any
other action, which would lead to choosing the action
"right". This function, however, is optimized by playing
the game over and over, hence, expected to be inaccurate
specially at the early stages of the learning. In this setting,
the SP strategy provides additional immediate signal for
the agent to separate a terminal decision from a "neutral"
one, which would guide the agent to avoid this mistake
from the early stages and improve faster.
SP modifies the rewarding strategy of a given RL
problem, i.e., the original RL is defined by (S,A, e, r)
while the RL with SP strategy is defined by (S,A, e, r+ψ).
For such strategy, it is important to ensure that the
modification does not change the optimal solution, the
solution that leads to the maximum total reward, of the
given RL problem [13].
We first introduce some definitions and remarks and
then prove that the order of the solutions in (S,A, e, r)
and (S,A, e, r + ψ) is exactly the same, hence, their best
solutions are identical.
Definition 1. Policy independent reshaping function: Let
R a RL environment, defined by (S,A, e, r), r(s, pi(s)) being
the reward received at a state s by taking an action pi(s),
pi being a policy used by a RL agent. Assume we reshape
3Note that not all terminal states are undesirable. For a desirable
terminal state, the reward r(s, a) is unlikely to be zero, hence, the
proposed strategy only shifts the total reward.
4this reward by a function φ : R → R, i.e., r′(s, pi(s)) =
φ(r(s, pi(s))). We say that this reshaping is policy independent
if and only if
"for any arbitrary pi1 and pi2, v(pi1, s0) ≤ v(pi2, s0) is
sufficient for vˆ(pi1, s0) ≤ vˆ(pi2, s0)"
where v(pi, s0) =
∑n
i=0 r(si, pi(si)) and v
′(pi, s0) =∑n
i=0 r
′(si, pi(si)), s0 is the initial state, and sn+1 is a
terminal state.
Essentially, a reshaping function is called a policy
independent reshaping function if and only if it does
not change the order of policies, under the operator "≤",
in terms of their total reward. For example, the reshaping
function φ(x) = x2 is not a policy independent reshaping
function in general as it may change the order of the
solutions when some rewards are negative.
Remark 1. Let R a RL environment defined by (S,A, e, r)
and R′, another RL environment, defined by (S,A, e, r + φ),
φ : R → R. If φ is a policy independent reshaping function
then the optimal policy for R and R′ is the same.
Proof. Proof is trivial and can be done by contradiction
(assuming the function φ changes the pi∗).
Now we prove that SP is a policy independent reshap-
ing function.
Theorem 1. The SP (Eq. 4) strategy is a policy independent
reshaping function for any given RL problem, defined by
(S,A, e, r), with the initial state s0.
Proof. For simplicity, we define rpii the reward the agent
receives by taking action pi(si) at state si. The total
reward received by following arbitrary policies pi1 and
pi2 are calculated by v(pi1, s0) = rpi10 + r
pi1
1 ... + r
pi1
n and
v(pi2, s0) = r
pi2
0 + r
pi2
1 ... + r
pi2
m , where sn+1 and sm+1 are
terminal states. Without loss of generality, we assume
that v(pi1, s0) ≤ v(pi2, s0). In the case of incorporating
the SP strategy, these total rewards are calculated by
vˆ(pi1, s0) = r
pi1
0 + r
pi1
1 ... + r
pi1
n − p = v(pi1, s0) − p and
vˆ(pi2, s0) = r
pi2
0 + r
pi2
1 ... + r
pi2
n − p = v(pi2, s0) − p. This
indicates that incorporating the SP strategy shifts the total
rewards by the same amount, p, for both policies. Hence,
if v(pi1, s0) ≤ v(pi2, s0) then vˆ(pi1, s0) ≤ vˆ(pi2, s0). As the
policies pi1 and pi2 are arbitrary, SP is a policy independent
reshaping function and the proof is complete.
The assumption here is that there is always a terminal
state (good or bad), which means that the episodes are
finite (see Section II-A). Based on Remark 1 and Theorem
1, one can conclude that if an algorithm has a guarantee
to find the optimal policy for a RL problem then it
would find the same sequence of actions even if the
self punishment strategy is used.
B. Reward Backfill (RB)
The issue of credit assignment has been observed
in training animals, i.e., any time delay between the
action and the reward must be minimal in order for the
animal to associate the consequence with the response
effectively[8], [7]. As this may not be possible in many
environments, a strategy called the "Clicker training"
has been used and shown to be effective [8], [7]. In
this strategy, a new reward is shaped which is used to
"bridge" the potential time delay of a desirable behavior
by the animal and receiving the reward. We mimic a
similar strategy to improve DQN. For each state-action
with non-zero reward, we propose to backpropagate
that reward to previously performed actions in their
corresponding states, namely reward backfill, RB. This
strategy provides information for the learning algorithm
on how much an state-action with zero immediate reward
may contribute to a future state-action with non-zero
reward. We intuitively assume that the actions taken
further back contribute less in the reward received for
an action in a particular state. Also, we assume that an
action with zero-reward contributes to the closest future
state-action with non-zero reward only and not further.
Assume that the policy pi is used to generate actions
for each given s. Given the initial state s0, the policy
generates a sequence of actions by which the agent visits
{s1, s2, ..., sn}, where sn+1 is a terminal state, and receives
the rewards {r0, r1, ..., rn}. We propose to modify the
reward received at a state 0 < i < n (n is the episode
length) by
rˆi = f(i)rµ(i) (5)
where rˆi is the estimated reward at the ith state in the
states sequence, µ(i) : N → N the index of the closest
next state to i with non-zero reward in the current
sequence of states, and f : N→ R a decreasing function.
By using this formula, a fraction of the closest next
reward, determined by the function f , is backpropagated
to modify previous rewards to represent the impact of
those actions in receiving the reward at state µ(i). We
prove that, under some assumptions, the RB strategy is
a policy independent reshaping function (see Definition
1). To prove that, we first define the sparsity length in
an episode as follows.
Definition 2. Let s0 an initial state, pi a policy, jpik ∈
{0, 1, ..., n} the index of the kth non-zero reward received
by following pi, k ∈ {0, 1, ...,Mpi}, Mpi + 1 the number of
non-zero rewards the agent receives in the episode by following
policy pi. We define lpii = |jpii−1−jpii | as the ith sparsity length
by following the policy pi, i ∈ {1, ...,Mpi}.
Theorem 2. Let s0 an initial state of a RL problem, R, defined
by (S,A, e, r). If
∑lpit
i=0 f(i) is a constant for all t and pi then
RB strategy (Eq. 5) is a policy independent reshaping function.
Proof. For simplicity, we define rpii the reward the agent
receives by taking action pi(si) at state si. Let pi1 and pi2
two arbitrary policies, taking the agent from state s0 to
states sn and sm, respectively, N and M the number of
non-zero rewards received by following those policies,
v(pi1, s0) and v(pi2, s0) the total reward received by follow-
ing pi1 and pi2. One can write v(pi1, s0) = rpi1jpi10
+rpi1
j
pi1
1
...+rpi1
j
pi1
N
as all other rewards are zero (see Definition 2). The same
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Fig. 1. (a) value of g(pi, l), (b) sparsity length in 6 games.
can be done for v(pi2, s0). By using the RB, the total
reward received by the agent following the policy pi1 is
modified to
vˆ(pi1, s0) = r
pi1
j
pi1
0
l
pi1
1∑
k=0
f(k) + ...+ rpi1
j
pi1
N
l
pi1
M∑
k=0
f(k) (6)
This can be also written for vˆ(pi2, s0). Assume∑lpit
k=0 f(k) = z for all t and pi, z ∈ R+ a constant. In
that case, vˆ(pi1, s0) = v(pi1, s0)z and vˆ(pi2, s0) = v(pi2, s0)z.
Hence, if v(pi1, s0) ≤ v(pi2, s0) then v(pi1, s0)z ≤ v(pi2, s0)z
(z > 0), which means vˆ(pi1, s0) ≤ vˆ(pi2, s0). Hence, a
sufficient condition to ensure RB is a policy independent
reshaping is that
∑lpit
i=0 f(i) is a constant for all t and pi,
which completes the proof.
We investigate a choice for the function f as f(i) = λi,
where λ ∈ [0, 1], to find if g(pi, l) = ∑lk=0 f(k) is a con-
stant for all sparsity lengths l and pi for an environment. If
λ = 0 then g(pi, l) = 1 for any l and pi, which satisfies the
assumptions behind Theorem 2. Hence, this function does
not change the best solution of the RL problem (Remark
1). This case is equivalent to ignoring this strategy. If
λ > 0 then (using power series rule)
g(pi, l) =
l∑
k=0
λk =
1− λ1+l
1− λ
If l → ∞ for all l then this is simplified to 11−λ , which
is a constant. Hence, in the case of very large sparsity
lengths, the sufficient condition in Theorem 2 is satisfied.
In practice, a "large enough" sparsity length would enable
the practicality of the proposed RB strategy for λ > 0.
It is clear that the value of g(pi, l) increases by λl+1 if
l increases by 1. Hence, for λ = 0.65 and l = 25, for
example, g(pi, l) increases by approximately 1.4e−5. This
increase is down to 3e−10 for l = 50. Therefor, in practice,
a long l would lead to g(pi, l) being almost constant. This
has been demonstrated in Fig. 1(a).
Figure 1(b) shows the sparsity length of six Atari games
when D3QN was applied to find the optimal policy. It
is seen that this length is larger than 20, and very often
larger than 40, in the environments tested. In the cases
where the sparsity length is small there would be a need
for a smaller λ to compensate. This will be discussed in
Section IV.
As it was mentioned, TD(λ) is prohibitorily expensive
when the Q function is a neural network [6]. Even the
use of the cache proposed in [6] would lead to issues
such as limited number of states to use for training and
the need for refreshing the TD error in the cache. The RB
approach, however, is not expensive (done in O(1)) as it
backpropagates reward signals and does not need any
forward calculation of a neural network.
Both SP and RB strategies can be implemented as a
part of the procedure which is used to select instances
from the replay memory to form the training batch (aka,
minibatch). For each instance selected from the replay
memory for training, the reward is replaced by the value
of p if the next state (i.e., s′m, where m is the index of the
memory) in that instance is terminal. If the state is not
terminal then Eq. 5 (RB strategy) is used to estimate the
reward. For an efficient implementation, one can store
the number of states for which the agent has not received
any reward and use that to back-calculate the rˆi in O(1).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we first investigate the impact of the
value of p and λ on D2QN and then compare the final
results using a hybrid RB and SP strategy.
A. Test Environment and Experiment Settings
We used 30 Atari 2600 games for our comparisons,
including UpNDown, BankHeist, MsPacman, Qbert, Za-
xxon, Alien, Amidar, Tutankham, AirRaid, Kangaroo,
Jamesbond, Gravitar, Seaquest, Hero, WizardOfWor, Frost-
bite, Venture, Centipede, Freeway, Berzerk, RoadRunner,
Carnival, Asterix, Solaris, SpaceInvaders, KungFuMaster,
Assault, Krull, Riverraid, and Breakout. The deterministic
version of all games were used with 4 frames action
repetition. We used Python 3 (source codes and detailed
analyses are available as supplementary material) to
implement DQN variants with the discount factor (γ) of
0.99, learning rate of 0.0001, learning method of RMSprop,
maximum number of training episode of 4,000, replay
memory size of 1M, memory update of every 4 steps,
minibatch size of 32, initial epsilon of 1.0 that decays
to 0.1 over 100K steps after the exploration step (first
50K), Huber as the loss function, and maximum episode
length of 18K frames. The number of steps between
target network updates was 10,000 when double targeting
strategy was used. In terms of hardware, we used a GPU
cluster, each node equipped with two NVIDIA GPU Volta
V100 and two skylake Intel Xeon 6132 processor, and over
300GB of RAM. We allocated 4 cores, one GPU, and 30GB
of RAM to each run. We run all tests for 4000 episodes
unless explicitly specified otherwise.
B. Evaluation Matrices
We measured the performance of each method for each
environment by averaging the total reward the agent
received in the last 100 episodes during the training. The
use of this measure allows evaluating the number of
times a method would need to play the game to learn
6it. We used three evaluation matrices for comparisons:
average rank, average improvement percentage, and percentage
of improved games. The average rank provides the ranking of
different methods according to the performance measure.
To calculate the average rank for each environment,
we ranked the results of different settings (including
the original algorithm) by sorting their performances
descendingly and then averaged the ranks across all
environments. This gives us an indication of how would
each setting perform in comparison with others across
all environments. The average improvement percentage
measures the average percentage of improvement over
the original algorithm across all environments on the
performance measure. We calculated the average percent-
age of performance improvement, where each strategy
with different settings was compared against the original
version (the improvement is 100(Mo −Ms)/Mo where
Mo is the performance of the original version of the
algorithm and Ms is the performance of the algorithm
with SP or RB strategies incorporated in it).
C. Parameters Setting
We incorporated SP and RB strategies to D2QN
and tested the performance of the algorithm for p ∈
{1, 10, 50, 100, 200}, λ ∈ {.15, .65, .75, .85, .95} and envi-
ronments UpDown, Carnival, Gravitar, MsPacman, Qbert,
Spaceinvaders, Berzerk, and Breakout. Results for SP
settings are reported in Figure 2. Figure 2 (a) shows the
average ranks (the smaller, the better) of D2QN with
and without SP and different values for p. The D2QN
without SP in most episodes ranked worse than D2QN
with SP ("original" bar in the graph), demonstrating the
effectiveness of this strategy. From sub-figure (a), it is
clear that p = 1 and p = 10 provide the best average rank
across all tested environments. Sub-figure (b) indicates
that the average improvement is maximized across tested
environments for p = 1.
Figure 3 shows the results of incorporating RB to
D2QN tested on the same set of environments. The
sub-figures (a) and (b) show that, for some values of
λ, RB improves D2QN (in terms of average rank and
improvement percentage). The parameter λ decides how
far back a reward should be propagated, with a larger
value of λ leads to a further back propagation. In these
sub-figures it is seen that the maximum improvement
and best rank takes place when λ = .65 across all tested
settings.
Three different deep Q-learning algorithms were tested
as shown in Figure 4 when SP and RB were incorporated
to the base methods (p = 1 and λ = 0.65). It is seen
that the proposed strategies could improve the DQN
methods in over 26 out of 30 tested environments by up
to 2, 800% in some cases. The improvement for D2QN and
D3QN was in 19 out of 30 games for up to 1, 900% and
700%, respectively. In some cases, however, the proposed
strategies lead to a performance drop in the methods. This
drop was smaller than 50% in all cases for all methods.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Positive punishment test on D2QN over 4000 episodes. (a)
Average rank of different p values, (b) average improvement percentage
across all 8 environments.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 3. Reward backfill test on D2QN for different values of λ. (a) and
(b) are similar to what was described in Fig. 2.
These results well demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed strategies.
V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we introduced two strategies, called the
self punishment and the reward backfill, to deal with the
7(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 4. Performance comparison between original (a) DQN, (b) D2QN,
and (c) D3QN and the same methods with SP and RB incorporating in
them (p = 1 and λ = 0.65).
credit assignment problem. The strategies were inspired
by the psychology of conditioning and behaviour shaping,
namely the operant conditioning and clicker training.
Self punishment signals the agent mistakes to enable
quicker learning to avoid such mistakes. The reward
backfill propagates the value of a rewarded state back to
the previous actions to signal the contribution of those
previous actions to the action which explicitly rewarded.
We proved both of these strategies maintain the best
solution to any reinforcement learning problem under de-
fined assumptions. We further showed how to effectively
implement these strategies to achieve a O(1) complexity
in their calculations. Finally, we experimentally showed
that these strategies can improve the ability of Deep Q-
learning methods in 30 Atari 2600 games.
Both self punishment and reward backfill methods
should be viewed as a supplementary strategy to the
family of deep Q-learning algorithms, which are designed
for overcoming the credit assignment problem. Because
these strategies do not modify the internal computational
mechanism of a deep Q-learning algorithm, they are
also applicable in conjunction with other algorithms
developed for overcoming sparse reward problem, such
as Prioritized Experience Replay [12], Curiosity-driven
Exploration [16] or HER [15], mentioned in Section II.
For the self punishment strategy, we realized that the
improvement is not consistent across all environments,
i.e., some environments are improved and some not. One
potential reason is that some environments have more
complicated terminal states where an agent reaching the
terminal states is not directly caused by the latest actions
it takes but a longer term strategy. In MsPacman, for
example, an agent walks into a state where the enemies
come from both sides, where the agent is going to reach
the terminal state regardless of the action it takes. Another
potential reason, also observable in our results, is that the
optimal value for p can be different across environments,
which encourages an adaptive strategy to control the
value of p automatically for different iterations and
environments. Finally, we observed that a larger p would
not improve the results. One potential reason behind this
event is that larger p potentially generates larger gradient
value, which may lead to delay in convergence or even
divergence.
For the reward backfill strategy, we observed that
the best λ is sensitive to the sparsity length in the
environments, as it was predicted by Theorem 2. For
example, in the game MsPackman, the agent receives
rewards very frequently. Hence, according to the Theorem
2, there is no guarantee that the incorporation of RB
would not change the best solution of the RL problem.
We actually observed that λ = 0.95, 0.85 leads to the worst
results in MsPackman, indicating the negative impact the
RB strategy may have on the learning when the sparsity
length is short. We also noticed that the best value for
λ is environment dependent, encouraging an adaptive
approach for controlling λ for different environments.
One interesting result is that there is a huge im-
provement (about 10 times more than others) on the
original DQN algorithm. A known issue with DQN is
the overestimation of Q-value due to the greedy policy
of approximation, and D2QN and D3QN subsequently
mitigate the problem by applying additional weights
and estimators. Although the reason behind such big
improvement in DQN is unclear, it would be worthwhile
to investigate whether the PP and RB strategies can help
the overestimation issue in DQN.
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